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Q. We have asked you tb come along because there is just a part

tbfyour evidence which may fill in a few gaps that we have in

the story so far)particularly as you seem to be, one of the onlyI ' ,

people who was outside in'the bar at the time of the demonstration.

First of all, were there a large number of people in the bar at

that time, unable to get into[room2

This varies. At no time were there more than about fifteen there

but it fluctuated, people seemed to come and go. It was never

A.

very crowded at any time. There wasnlt a great deal of crowding

around the doorway i11the bar.
~,
10/;. Were most of those who were in the bar "..hilethe demonstration

was going on crowding towards the door to find out what was going

on.

A. I don'n think there was much crowding. Certainly a few people

did go, as I did myself, to try and see what was gotbng on, but

Q.

it didn't seem that the entrance was, at any time, in a crowd.

You say you couldn't see much that was going on partly because'

the entrance got pretty crowded? .

I meant the entrance inside rather than outside. There seemed to

be a lot of people on the inside of the room which, made it difficu.lt

to observe what was going on. ,."
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A.

Q.
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A.

Were you trying to crane over the heads of these people inside?

Not really. I was standing back on the window side of the door

and I didn't in fact try very hard.

What seems to have gone on inside was that first of all Triesman
i ",a..\lt;Me~. .

starteq to r~ad the ~. and then a girl took over and then

Rogers took over. As soon as Rogers took over, Dr. Inch.tried to

leave and considerable.oonfusion began. Does that fit in?
'11\

Yes. Although I didn't [fact hear the change to Rogers.

Is there definite stage at whichth~ proceedings changed from

b . f .
1

. .t d.
f th .I~~~~e~. 'd ble~ng a a~r y qu~ e rea ~ng 0 . e ~ to cons~ era. e

oonfusion: .

Yes.

You mention that .two men left the meeting. First of all try and

establish who they were1 Was one them, one who tried to keep the

door closed!

I think so. I could .not be at all sure who they were and I couldn't

recognise them. They were not known to me, but I have the impression

~

that one of them waiT one of those who had been at the door originally <

The bar door;

Yes~ attmmpting to regulate entry, but I couldn't identify them

in anyway.

At the time they left WQuld you thirikttl;was shof'tly after the

confusion began7

No, it was before. They came back 'before the confusIon ae£an.
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Q.

It is my recollection that they both left and returned'before

the confusion that I observed began.

One bit of evidence we have heard is that Dr. Tillett, who would

have been one of the people at the door, went very briefly ~ards

the. television room to get Hr. Davis, the porter, and that 1'<lr.

Davis, having gee another porter, returned. This must have been

a very brief exit, probably only about ten seconds before Dr.

A.

Tillett returned. Was the gap between the two men going and returning

very long? What sort of time?

, It was probably only that time because things happened very rapidly.

My impression was that it was more in the nature of one minute, but

Q.

I can't be sure.

At any time when you were in the bar did you hear any mention of

police~

A. No.

Q. You say that the exit and return took place during the reading of
-i",-6,j (.t,"'-8~ .

the :W~

A. Yes,this is my recollection.
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, We know that the statement was read and continued after the confus:Lcu
started.

Yes. The confusion I am talking about is the one I becameawarE of.
There did not seem to be a greal deal of noise until after the.
return' of these two people and certainly the reading was not broken
off after their return. B1.:ttI can't be sure that the two that
returned were the two that went out but one waS.

Do y,?u remember anyone leaving after the girl~

At t~s point I really could not hear. There seemed to bea lot
of noise at this time. I didn't know that another voice had started.
You then saw this confusion in the entrance as a result of which

, ~

eventually Dr~ Inch immerged. Did you see himsmerge:
Yes.

Had any other people gone out of the room through the bar.
No. I am sure they hadn't. I think this was the only exit I remember.
Did you see where they went.
No.

How long was it from the tiwe the confusion began to the time Dr.

Inch iSYImerged:
Rather soon I would have thought. It seemed to follow rapidly. It
could have been as little as a half a minute, not more than a

mj,nute. It is difficult to say because things happened very quickly~
Referring to paragraph 3 "You knew that Dr. Inch was not directly

\I

concerned with the chemical warfare aspects. How
I understood that he was not talking about this

and I heardthisbeforeI heardany :pm.~s for, a demonstration.
Was this generally known about the University!
I don"ty~ow. When I read the.:notice I may have been sitting ~

did you know.
at this meeting
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with some people and asked them what it was about or something of

this nature.

Q. Was the source of yourinformation more likely to be from demonstrators

or members of the chemistry department:

I think not. They certainly wouldnlt have been members of the

chemistry department because I" don't know any, but they were not

any that I knew to be part of the demonstration..:I'twas my

Ao

impression that participants in the demonstration were not~are

of this.

Q. You deal with the rest very clearly so that will be all thank you.


